
Droids need to be coded to stack supplies in the warehouses. This game will
teach you how to code the droids to do their jobs. 

 
Supplies needed: 
 *3 or more unbreakable cups
 *something to write with
 *something to write on

The Coder goes first. Start by placing the starting stack of cups upside down,
then come up with an idea for a stack design and write down the code.

Codes:
Up         moves a cup up from the starting stack as high as needed; must start
each line of code and isn’t used anywhere else.
Down         moves a cup all the way down to the final position; must end each
line of code and isn’t used anywhere else.
Flip             flips a cup right-side up.
Right          moves a cup right 1 position (a position is half the width of a cup).
Left           moves a cup left 1 position (a position is half the width of a cup).

Share your craft
online! 
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Rules for the Coder:
Un-flipped cups can stack on flipped cups or between 2
cups, but not on other un-flipped cups.



When the Coder is done writing out the code, pass the code to the person
playing the Droid and say “Run Code”

Rules for the Droid:

Must follow the code exactly.

If the Droid notices a broken rule, they must put the cup back on the starting
stack and say “Error”. The Coder must then either debug (fix) the code or
confirm it is correct and tell the Droid “Continue”. The Droid then starts from
the first line of code corrected or with the next line if there are no corrections.

If the Coder notices the Droid has made an error, they say “Stop” and the Droid
must stop and return the cup to the starting stack if they are holding one. The
Coder must then either debug the code or confirm it is correct and tell the Droid
“Continue”. The Droid then starts from the first line of code corrected or with
the next line if there are no corrections.

Example Code:

Flipped cups can only be placed directly on un-flipped cups

The game ends when the Droid finishes the code without error.
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